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Instant Replay

Four Beat Echo Patterns (Rhythmic Version)
     

Three measures of improvisation with class echo 
Fourth measure will always be the same: 

*Students individually lead activity as they feel ready



Recorder Time  Adapted  from 

‘Pumpkin Pie’ Holidays and Special Days  by Nash and Rapley

     I’d like to have Recorder Time  Now! (2,3,4)

      I’d like to have Recorder Time Now! (2,3,4)

               Left on top, Right Below,  Tongue Silent ‘Dah’!
    

             Yes, I’d like to have Recorder Time Now! (2,3,4)
Right Now! (2,3,4)



                                                      Hot Cross Buns in 4 Parts!



Instant Replay

Four Beat Echo Patterns (Melodic Version)
     

Three measures of improvisation with class echoing after each. Use Quarter and 
eighth notes and notes from G pentatonic:  G, A and B, low E and low D

Fourth measure
will always be: 

*Small Group Activity*



Just from the Kitchen





Engine number three in line
At the station right on time                                                

Get on board, it’s time to go!
Can’t you hear the whistle blow? 

Verse 1 American 
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Captain, Don’t Sidetrack Your Train              American Folk Song



Captain (Orff Arangement)
*Embellish and/or add more instrumentation.  

* Consider adding a diminuendo  

*Begin and end  the song with the combined Alto/Soprano Recorder Train   
sound at the end. 

*Have students discuss ways to arrange the song and then try them out as a 
whole group. Choose one for your class performance.

*Have Fun!



Speech Piece Interlude
Engine number three in line
At the station right on time!
Get on board it’s time to go~
Can’t you hear the whistle blow?



I’s the B’y  Newfoundland Traditional

I’s the B’y that builds the boat and I’s the b’y that sails her
I’s the b’y that catches the fish and brings ‘em home to Liza

Hip your partner Sally Tibbo, Hip your partner Sally Brown
Fogo Twillingate, Morton’s Harbor  All around the circle!

Sods and rinds to cover your flake! Cake and  tea for supper!
Codfish in the spring of the year ~ fried in maggoty butter! (Ch)

I don't want your maggoty fish!   They're no good for winter~
I can buy as good as that  down in Bonavista! (Ch)



I’se the B’y Recorder Intro/Interlude/Coda



Recorder Challenge 
Version





(Blues in E)

Key of E:
I = E
IV = A
V = B

*Swing the eighth notes!

 Passing tones and swinging eighths!



D.C. al Capo (2x)




